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Detects and helps to correct errors in the preparation of data for GST submission.n First of all, this software makes counseling
easier. It offers various types of reports that allow you to import data into settlement systems; data maps and mapping tables that

will facilitate the development of descriptions for users; reports on the elements and tools used. Description of the data
preparation and validation process for GST submission The data preparation process is relatively simple and usually ends with
the data being entered directly into the settlement system. Further, the software allows you to adjust the data associated with

them. The GST program determines the relationship between documents, data, accounts, ledger data, external data, and
processes associated with the GST authorization process and resolves potential issues. This app offers tools for diagnosing and

fixing problems by collecting and analyzing data. And for information on the business impact of obtaining permits for the
import and export of goods from the GST (accepting value added tax, Customs payment system or GDP), you can use the

report, which includes data on the number of permits in chronological order. The GST Notice application allows the import of
commodity data into the development of a GST classification. An integral part of the data preparation procedure is the

translation and updating of classification information, including the creation of a document containing each group of goods for
which import permits are required. At the same time, the presence or absence in the database of documents that contain

classification data is checked by the software. The GSD (GST Notification Software) application provides all the necessary
information to create and update reports. It contains the GST classifier with class configurations that are suitable for all goods
imported and exported from the country, as well as data on the application of GST rules by different categories of users. The

program also allows you to keep a log of imports and exports of goods. Note. As the number of GST permits required for
companies in the country increases, the program allows importers and exporters to track currency changes and provides tools for
currency control and monitoring (for example, the ability to view the history of currency changes, import and export, or search
for currency contracts concluded during a certain period time). In general, if a transport company (importer or exporter) wants
to optimize its operations, it should use at least one tool to prepare and process data for GST: the GSD application. Plans for

dealing with import permits In countries where GST is charged
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